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Ravioli stamp. 
Making delicious homemade ravioli from scratch is fast and easy with this selection of stamps; simply sandwich dollops of desired filling between two pasta sheets and cut
forms. The ridged base of the stamp will seal each shape while forming decorative crimped edges. Made of aluminum and beech wood. Hand-wash only.

art.              Width       Length        Ht.         Lb         
A4982218        2"             4¼"           4⅛"        0.2           

art.              Width       Length        Ht.         Lb         
A4982219       3⅜"            3¼"           4⅜"        0.2           

Ravioli Stamp, HeartRavioli Stamp, Oval
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Ravioli stamp. 
Making delicious homemade ravioli from scratch is fast and easy with this selection of stamps; simply sandwich dollops of desired filling between two pasta sheets and cut
forms. The ridged base of the stamp will seal each shape while forming decorative crimped edges. Made of aluminum and beech wood. Hand-wash only.

art.              Width       Length        Ht.         Lb         
A4982220       2¾"            2¾"           3¾"        0.2           

art.              Width       Length        Ht.         Lb         
A4982221       2¾"            2¾"           3¾"        0.2           

Ravioli Stamp, SunflowerRavioli Stamp, Star
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Ravioli stamp. 
Making delicious homemade ravioli from scratch is fast and easy with this selection
of stamps; simply sandwich dollops of desired filling between two pasta sheets
and cut forms. The ridged base of the stamp will seal each shape while forming
decorative crimped edges. Made of aluminum and beech wood. Hand-wash only.

Ravioli maker. 
Making homemade ravioli is quick and easy with this Italian tool. Simply place a
sheet of pasta over the mold, press a filling into each cavity and layer a secondary
pasta sheet on top. Run the rolling pin across the mold to cut and seal each form.
This mold is constructed of aluminum and the rolling pin is made of wood. The
rubber feet on each corner help prevent slipping during use. Beechwood rolling
pin measures 11⅞". Makes 1¼" squares.

art.              Width       Length        Ht.         Lb         
A4982228       2¼"            2¼"           3¾"        0.1           

art.              Width       Length        Ht.         Lb         
A4982229       5⅜"           12¼"           ¾"         0.9           

Ravioli Maker with Rolling Pin, 36PCRavioli Stamp, Triangle
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Ravioli stamp. 
Making delicious homemade ravioli from scratch is fast and easy with this selection of stamps; simply sandwich dollops of desired filling between two pasta sheets and cut
forms. The ridged base of the stamp will seal each shape while forming decorative crimped edges. Made of aluminum and beech wood. Hand-wash only.

art.                Dia             Ht.            Lb           
A4982222       1⅛"            3½"           0.1             
A4982223       1¾"            3⅜"           0.1
A4982224       2¼"            3⅞"           0.2             
A4982225       3¼"            4¼"           0.2                          

art.              Width       Length        Ht.         Lb         
A4982226       1⅞"            1⅞"            4"          0.2           
A4982227       2⅝"            2⅝"           3⅞"        0.2           

Ravioli Stamp, SquareRavioli Stamp, Round
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